Explaining homelessness to your kids – and yourself
by William Lopez
My two-and-a-half-year-old daughter
seems to get smarter by the day. Every
morning, she greets me with a smile
and about a half-dozen new words
of increasing complexity. Perhaps it’s
because there are so many adults in
her life that she is able to hold long
conversations about things I once
thought far too complicated for a
two-year-old. While this new stage is
certainly fun, it brings with it its own
set of unique challenges.
Whereas the primary challenge with
a six-month-old is figuring out if the
incessant crying means “I’m hungry,”
“I’m thirsty,” “my diaper’s dirty,” or
all three, the challenge with a toddler
is figuring out how to explain the
intricate and complex workings of
the world both in a manner that she
will understand and in a way that
does these complex issues justice. This
process is also enlightening, however,
as creating the “elevator speech” of
one’s own beliefs can make one reassess
those beliefs, their strengths and
weaknesses, and what’s really at the
heart of the issue.
About a month ago, my brother and I
went to get some coffee, and I took my
daughter with us. On the way home, we
ended up at the playground in the very
early morning. On the park bench was
a man curled up in the fetal position,
a bag of cans lying next to him. When
she asked me, “Daddy, why is he
sleeping there?” I hardly knew where to
begin.
In our capitalist, individualistic
society, we often frame issues of
homelessness, illness, unemployment,
use of government assistance, and the
like as issues of personal failure that
reflect weaknesses in moral character.
The “Occupy Wall Street” movement
illustrated this mindset brilliantly, with
a large group of protesters pushing
for a redistribution of wealth, and a
competing group arguing that those
who work hard will earn wealth for
themselves.

Sure, hard work,
positive choices,
and personal
agency can all turn
a life around for
the better. Rare is
the recovered drug
addict that does
not cite incredible
force of will as a
driving factor that
allows him or her
to pursue a better
life. But to say that
homelessness results
solely from choice
and moral weakness
is to gloss over a
simple, fundamental
truth: it doesn’t.
Homelessness
is the result of
a confluence
of social and
economic factors,
often completely
unpredictable and
rarely controllable,
William Lopez and his young daughter
that can push
those with an overextended social and financial safety net following a natural disaster) shows that
those who lose their homes are not a
into the abyss.
random selection of the population.
Safety nets and housing-insecure
No: it’s those whose resources are
families in the United States are
already stretched thin, those without
examined in the National Center on
health insurance, those unable to find
Family Homelessness report, America’s
employment, who find themselves
Youngest Outcasts 2010. It documents
without a roof over their heads.
the risk factors for homeless children
As my daughter sat there, waiting for
in every state and details the policy
me to answer the loaded question of
and planning activities of the state to
why exactly this man was sleeping
address the issue. The study shows a
outside, I began to think through how
spike in child homelessness following
the issue needed to be framed, not only
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005.
when talking to her, but when talking to
It also reports that, between 2007 and
anyone. Because I could not fully relay
2010, the crash of the stock market
the complicated and intricate causes of
and the foreclosure crises resulted
homelessness, I was tempted to reduce
in a 38 percent increase in child
it to the individual, and say something
homelessness. The effects of Katrina
like, “Well, he has nowhere else to
and Rita, along with the earthquake in
sleep.” While this is true, it is indeed
Haiti and tsunami in Japan, illustrate
the unpredictability of certain causes of selling the story short. Further, this
tendency to reduce social complexity
homelessness.
into individual narrative for the sake of
But the financial crisis (along with a
simplicity is partially to blame for never
deeper look at who becomes homeless
thinking beyond the “pick yourself up
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by the bootstraps” mentality.
Perhaps we need to think about
homelessness, not “the homeless.”
This approach zooms the camera
out and looks at the issue, rather
than incorrectly creating this “us
versus them” mentality. Additionally,
just as we want to avoid ascribing
homelessness merely to personal
responsibility, addressing homelessness
on the individual level can be shortsighted and lack the capacity for longterm change.
While giving food or money to
someone that asks and is in need is
certainly useful, such small actions
do not treat the fundamental issues of
poverty that underlie homelessness.
Thus, if we want to help “the homeless”
– the people – we must address
“homelessness” – the issue – with all its
underlying causes, through collective
activism and social change. We must
support programs such as Groundcover
News, Alternatives for Girls, and
Food Gatherers, that work to address
causes of homelessness such as lack of
employment opportunities or available
health care.
So, as my daughter sat that morning
in the park, staring at me, I have to
admit: I was flustered. I probably gave
her an answer that was too much for
her to wrap her little two-and-a-halfyear-old head around. After all, the
issue of homelessness is often too big
for any of us to wrap our heads around.
But the fact that the explanation for
homelessness is complex does not
mean we should over-simplify it. After
all, solutions arise from explanation.
If homelessness is indeed the fault of
those who are homeless, then it is up
to them to solve the problem. But if we
believe homelessness is a multifaceted,
complex social issue, perhaps we will
address it in multifaceted, complex,
creative, and empowering ways.
How would you explain homelessness
to your child? How would you explain
it to your friends and family? How do
you explain it to yourself?
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Cycling in Ann Arbor
by Rissa Haynes
Groundcover Vendor

Ann Arbor is an interesting town of
intelligence, and full of people with
character and unique stories. The
Ann Arbor biking community is no
exception. As mentioned in the June
issue of Groundcover, Ann Arbor
residents have many reasons for biking
– very good reasons. Among them
were health, economics, environmental
friendliness and just plain old fun.
Also, great accommodations for bikers
have made Ann Arbor a favorite place
for the biking community. A variety
of fascinating stories and services are
pedaling around town. Here are only a
few...
Arbor Cycle – Ann Arbor’s Green
Delivery Service. This business
specializes in delivering, by bike, up
to 70 pounds throughout the Ann
Arbor area (downtown and within
the city limits of Ann Arbor, but the
possibilities are endless). They use one
human that is “fueled by Vitamins and
water!” and a bike appropriately geared
for carrying various loads to and from
the downtown area. Their services
include courier and package deliveries
between businesses as well as groceries
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and other household
items from local
merchants to Ann
Arbor residents.
More details about
Arbor Cycle can
be found at their
website, www.
arborcycle.com, or
by emailing info@
arborcycle.com.
Arborcycle is not the
first courier service Bikes of all types can be seen in Ann
Arbor. The trike bike, right, is of special
by bike. In 1967,
interest to author Rissa.
long before email
and Skyping, Mr. Gregory Fox used a
as fascinating as the
folding bike to pedal across Michigan
services in the area.
delivering telegraphs. Fox joined Pedal
One biker sports a
Across Lower Michigan (PALM), an
rear-view mirror
organization which has planned six-day attached to his helmet at eye level,
bike hikes across Michigan for both
giving him greater visuals of traffic
families and seasoned riders every year
behind him.
for the past 30 years. Get information
about the tours at palmbiketour@
Steve and Heather make sure that they
yahoo.com, or call (734) 669-0172.
are seen by the traffic by wearing stylish
reflective biking gear. Their original
The Tree Town Pedicab Company is
purpose for biking was just a healthy
Ann Arbor’s own bicycle taxi service!
hobby. Biking now is their healthy
They can carry even me and three other habit.
people!
Finally, the biker that motivates me to
Biking involves proper gear, which is
make biking a part of my health habit is

the bike “triker.”
This biker says balance is still required.
The three-wheeler does facilitate having
a “trunk” attached, while the bicycle
requires great balance to carry a trunkload of gear.
Indeed, Ann Arbor’s biking community
is complete with many fascinating and
interesting bikers. It’s no wonder the
city is considered one of the best bikefriendly communities in the country.

Building community with art – professor Nick Tobier
by Susan Beckett
Whether you know him as the man
behind the Festifool puppets, a
professor at the U-M School of Art and
Design, or the recipient one of the first
Kiva Detroit loans, there is no doubt
that Nick Tobier is a man with fresh
perspectives. His hungers for color
and meaningful social interaction have
informed his art to the point that it
guides even the production process.
He is drawn to public projects based in
experience, not possession, and strives
to solve social problems in the process.
The world of museum exhibitions and
gallery shows proved too lonely to
sustain Tobier. The ephemeral thrill of
seeing his work admired and purchased
was less rewarding than the deep
connections he forms with the current
recipients of his work. “In my life as
an artist, I felt like a chess player and
my only contact was with the person
on the other side of the board. It was
lonely,” Tobier recalled.
According to Tobier, designers are
trained to produce luxury goods
destined for museums or possession
by celebrities and business moguls. He
now creates for the poorest 90 percent
of the world. “It is so much more
interesting to deal with complexity and
people with a different world view,” he

direction
of Andrew
Carnegie
who was
evaluating
marbles for
use in the
construction
of Grand
Central
Station.

explained.
He also
values the
social life of
his work and
asks himself,
“What am
I adding to
the world
besides more
landfill?”

Working in
He had an
the moment,
epiphany
and the deep
while taking
connections
a break from
he made
his life as
Tobier specializes in designing items that attract with the kids,
a traditional people and are portable, like this ice cream cart. impelled
artist. He
Tobier to
returned to his landscape architecture
incorporate people into his process. He
roots and took a one-year position
now strives for collaboration as early
with the City of New York to refurbish
in the process as possible. He finds that
an old park. As he sat with his CAD
the sooner he involves those who will
(computer automated design) program interact with the finished creations, the
evaluating the park, another employee
greater the transformations that take
approached him with the challenge to
place. That leads him to create for those
find something useful for 35 volunteers, who are in his immediate environment.
all 12-year-olds, to contribute to the
restoration that summer. Trading in his While living in western New York state
computer for shovels, he and the kids
and teaching at Alfred University, he
built trails, restored an old cemetery
was overcome with the bleakness and
and uncovered an old marble test
monochromality of the late fall and
plot that seemed like an homage to
winter landscapes. Craving warmth
Stonehenge. In fact, its marble columns and comfort, he constructed a colorful,
had been set 100 years earlier at the
portable “hot chocolate” tent. He’d
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set up the tent downtown and invite
passersby to come in for a cup of hot
chocolate and conversation. Once the
thermos was empty or the chocolate
cool, he’d pack up his tent and go home
until the next time he felt the urge to
bring it to life.
When colleague Mark Tucker
introduced Festifools, a parade of
oversized puppets to welcome spring in
Ann Arbor, Tobier jumped right in to
help out and share the opportunity with
his students. Festifools’ mission to bring
students and community volunteers
together to create unique public art
that is free and accessible to everyone
aligned perfectly with Tobier’s personal
stance.
Detroit has been the recipient of much
of Tobier’s creative output in recent
years as he and his students seek to use
art to break through some of society’s
thorniest problems. He challenges
himself and them with the question,
“What are you introducing that is
changing the dialogue of the world?”
Tobier spent time in Detroit, observing
and absorbing life there. He noticed
people dully standing at the empty
corners and waiting for the bus. Back
in his studio, he built a padded bench

see ART, page 11

MAKING CHANGE
Bills that bind – the criminalization of poverty
by Susan Beckett
Many of those who settled our country
were escaping debtors’ prisons in
England and an intentional decision
to avoid such an institution was made
when our nation was established. Yet,
we are again imprisoning people for the
crime of indebtedness.
Being poor is actually very expensive.
Many homeless people have the same
bills as housed people; they just are
no longer receiving the use of those
assets and services while they pay for
them. What are common expenses of
being unhoused? Storage units, cell
phones, child support, unpaid traffic
or parking tickets, driver responsibility
fees, unpaid utility and credit card bills,
alimony, court costs, victim restitution,
student loans, life insurance, bank fees
(check cashing, money orders, account
fees, payday loans and interest),
batteries for flashlights or heaters,
propane, bottled water, clothes, food,
and hotels for the bitterest nights.
For a deeper understanding of the
underlying issue, real life examples
from people living in Washtenaw
County are presented below, though
the names have been changed to
protect their privacy. These people
relocated or returned to this area
with their indebtedness in tow. The
Washtenaw County court system
is quite enlightened with regard to
defendant’s ability to pay but they are
powerless to intervene on judgments
from other court systems. If other
jurisdictions displayed the same
compassion and wisdom as our courts,
these people could get on with the
daunting but possible task of rebuilding
their lives.
David’s life took a dramatic turn
for the worse when he and his wife
separated. Devastated, he walked away
with nothing. Depression took hold
and he soon lost his job, yet he was
still responsible for their home and
utility payments. When he tried to
file for benefits like food stamps and
assistance, he learned his wife already
had and since their divorce was not
final, he was ineligible to file separately.
He is living in a tent and trying to
find steady work again but is already
amassing utility late fees.
Daniel has been jailed for 16 out of the
last 24 months despite committing no
crimes. He had numerous problems
with the law as a teen and was
convicted of a couple of misdemeanors,
driving with a suspended license
and aggravated assault. Each court
appearance resulted in fines, court costs

and sometimes restitution in addition
to jail time, leaving him owing $5,900
to the court. He is in his early 20’s and
has no family to help him.
Failure to pay court costs is a criminal
offense, so he is repeatedly jailed for
failure to pay. Every day served in jail
in Oakland County counts toward
$10 of payment. He is jailed for 30 to
90 days, released, and then picked up
again in a month or two for failure to
pay. It is very difficult to get a job with
his background. Of course, each time

payments to stretch her money until the
next payment came in. Her condition
eventually improved to the point she
could drive, but by then her driver’s
license had expired; she owed money
to everyone and had exhausted the
resources of her relatives. She was still
unable to work though she received
long term disability.
Driving to a therapy appointment, she
was stopped and charged with driving
without a valid license, insurance
or registration, some of the bills she

Where justice is denied, where poverty
is enforced, where ignorance prevails,
and where any one class is made to feel
that society is an organized conspiracy
to oppress, rob and degrade them,
neither persons nor property will be
safe.
– Frederick Douglass
he is picked up for failure to pay, he
has a new court appearance and new
court costs. The court-appointed public
defender fee generally adds $450 to his
bill.
In a late development to this story,
David found a sympathetic judge the
last time he appeared for failure to
pay. Once his story was corroborated,
the judge cut his fines in half and
changed the failure-to-pay terms from
criminal to civil. While his wages can
be garnished, he will no longer be
imprisoned if he is unable to pay
his fines. He now thinks he can
start to move forward.

postponed paying in favor of rent, food
and utilities. As she couldn’t pay her
fines, she was put on payment plans
of $10-25 per month. Occasionally, an
unexpected expense would arise and
she couldn’t manage a payment on
time. Each late payment was assessed
a “driver responsibility fee” and she
was put on a payment plan for each of
those. Sometimes she takes out payday
loans so she can make the payment on
time, even though the fees for such loan

Tracy is an intelligent, educated
professional whose circumstances
changed dramatically when
a disease left her crippled.
Determined to regain her mobility
and lifestyle, she embarked on an
aggressive course of treatments
and physical therapy. Once her
short-term disability benefits ran
out, a downward spiral ensued.
Conventional medicine failed
her and the alternatives that were
helping were not covered by
insurance. Disability payments
were insufficient to cover them.
Unable to drive or step up onto
a bus, she resorted to expensive
cab rides. Once her savings were
eroded, Tracy juggled her bill
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translate into interest rates of several
hundred percent. She works hard every
day and is still struggling to pay all her
fines but hasn’t managed to do that,
maintain an apartment and save up
enough to renew her driver’s license
and insurance, exposing her to the risk
of yet more fines.
Jordan ran a furniture business that
had been in the family for more than
100 years. After raising their children,
he and his wife divorced amicably
and he became serious with another
woman. He bought land and began
constructing a house for them when the
housing bubble was at its peak, using
his existing house as collateral. The
relationship ended, the housing bubble
broke and the recession choked off
credit. The business faltered and Jordan
opted to just close it up.
He no longer had income to make the
house payments and lost both pieces
of property. Despite many skills and
a storage locker full of woodworking
tools, he has not been able to find
a regular job and has accepted that
no one is looking to hire an aging
baby boomer. Personal values stop
him from accepting benefits, so he
uses his investment earnings to pay
for his storage locker and buy health
insurance and personal items. Living
in a tent with no cooking facilities,
though, he does rely on community
meals for sustenance. As compensation,
he spends a vast amount of time
volunteering around the community,
which he finds very satisfying.

see POVERTY, page 11
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St. Francis pledges financial support for supportive housing
by James Varani

Those in the
audience
Member, St. Francis Peace & Justice
gained
Committee
a better
appreciation
What can I, as an individual, do to help
for what
homeless people in our area? What can
some
we, as a congregation, do to help end
community
homelessness in the area?
groups do
in the fight
These questions led about 80 people
against
to attend a gathering at St. Francis of
Assisi parish in Ann Arbor one evening homelessness.
Individuals
in April. Speakers represented five
left with
organizations: The Delonis Center,
handouts
Avalon Housing, Camp Take Notice,
Lotus Yu (above) from Camp Take Notice and Julie Steiner from the
detailing
the VA Homeless Program, and
Washtenaw Housing Alliance help educate about homelessness.
specific
the Washtenaw Housing Alliance.
volunteer
They described their organization’s
opportunities with the represented
in Avalon Housing has some sort of
role in the community response to
groups.
difficulty, the goal is to work with
homelessness. Most importantly,
that person so that she or he can
the speakers provided information
Attendees learned about the work of
remain housed – very different from
on what volunteers could do to help
the Delonis Center (named after former the for-profit realty market. There are
their organizations. Each of these
St. Francis parishioner, Bob Delonis),
numerous volunteer opportunities
organizations works with different
a shelter in downtown Ann Arbor.
with Avalon Housing. In addition to
segments of the homeless population;
It has multiple programs for single
office and clerical jobs, volunteers can
each has different volunteer needs.
adults without permanent housing.
help with gardening projects, tenant
In addition to providing a place to
transportation, property maintenance,
The event was sponsored by the Peace
sleep, the Delonis Center provides job
mentoring and youth summer
and Justice Committee at St. Francis
counseling
and
help
with
substance
programs. Individuals with legal and
of Assisi. Many in attendance were
abuse
and
professional
from St. Francis parish, but multiple
medical/
skills are also
different area congregations were
mental
always in
represented, as well as groups such
illness
issues.
need.
as Interfaith Council for Peace and
Last
year,
Justice and the Washtenaw County
over 1,000
Camp Take
Sheriff ’s Department. The art work
individuals
Notice is a
of local artists Susan Clinthorne and
tent camp
Sally Theisen was displayed. The pieces were helped
in
both
the
located
were part of their “Letters Home”
residential
just west of
exhibit, which is focused on “giving the
and
day
Ann Arbor.
homeless a voice.”
programs
The camp
provides
The five speakers provided a framework
Ellen
a place
for the evening’s program, but some
Schulmeister,
Executive
Director
of
to
reside
for
individuals
who
might
of the most interesting discussion
the
Delonis
Center,
in
her
speech
told
otherwise be “sleeping under a
occurred during the question
those in attendance that Delonis has a
bridge.” The camp is run by campers
and answer period that followed.
variety of opportunities for volunteers.
themselves who make and enforce the
Individuals who live at Camp
Regardless
of
what
else
a
volunteer
may
rules. Community involvement in the
Take Notice and Avalon Housing
do
at
the
Delonis
Center,
simply
being
camp is headed by a group referred
commented on how those respective
present so that a client has someone
to as MISSION (Michigan Itinerant
organizations have helped them.
to talk to is about the most important
Shelter System – Interdependent Out
thing a volunteer can provide.
At one point in the discussion, the
of Necessity). The two individuals
issue of congregations committing to
who spoke on behalf of MISSION and
Avalon Housing is quite different from
the support of one or more affordable
Camp Take Notice indicated that tents,
the Delonis Center. The non-profit
housing units was raised. Fr. Jim
blankets, propane and city bus tokens
McDougal, pastor of St. Francis parish, housing corporation owns and manages were always in need. Prepared meals –
housing for low-income individuals.
who was in the audience, stated
especially for Sunday evenings – were
Next to the city of Ann Arbor itself,
that St. Francis would make such a
also welcome. With the truncated
Avalon Housing is the largest provider
commitment. This brought a round
Sunday evening bus schedule, it can be
of low-income housing in the area.
of applause from both the speakers
hard for people living in Camp Take
Over 200 units scattered throughout the
and the audience. It was noted that
Notice to stay downtown long enough
Ann Arbor - Ypsilanti area are managed
St. Francis, which already participates
for dinner.
by Avalon. Like the Delonis Center,
in multiple programs to help
Avalon Housing provides support for to Advocacy is also important. Legislation
homeless individuals and other needy
its clients.
at the state level to make homeless
community members, is considered
gatherings such as Camp Take Notice
to be a model congregation. Catholic
One of the evening’s speakers, Carole
illegal has been discussed. Camp Take
Social Teaching is alive at St. Francis.
McCabe, noted that when an individual

There are homeless
veterans in every county,
but in many places, such
individuals tend to be
“invisible.”
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Notice, which has already moved twice
in the past few years, is looking for a
stable place. Where campers would go
if the camp closed permanently was not
addressed at the meeting.
Following this, Shawn Dowling spoke
on behalf of the VA Homeless Project.
As is clear from the name, this is a
Veterans Administration program
to help homeless vets. The program
tries to reach veterans throughout the
entire state and northern Ohio. There
are homeless veterans in every county,
but in many places, such individuals
tend to be “invisible.” How does
the VA Homeless Project help vets?
Shawn looked at the other speakers
and said that they worked with all of
the organizations already discussed.
Additionally, Shawn emphasized
how the VA is going to the veterans,
thus making itself more available in
addressing needs versus the old way of
expecting veterans to get to them.
The evening’s last formal speaker
was Julie Steiner, representing the
Washtenaw Housing Alliance. This is
an umbrella organization that works
to coordinate the efforts of 27 county
groups that work to provide housing
for those who are homeless or at risk of
becoming homeless. Providing a single
telephone number, (734) 961-1999, that
can connect at-risk individuals to all of
the services provided by the different
organizations, and streamlining
the grant application process for
organizations seeking support for their
activities, are two of the ways in which
the Washtenaw Housing Alliance works
to combat homelessness in the area.

THINK ABOUT IT
D’s T~Time: they didn’t cover this in health class
by Danielle Mack
Vendor

You may have noticed some people
out there walking around our quaint
little town of Ann Arbor that seem
more unique than most. I am talking
about those people where you think to
yourself, “Is that a he or a she?”
These would be people of the
Transgendered community. I live in
downtown Ann Arbor and I am a
Transsexual woman. It is my hope
and goal to educate the public about
the transgendered community, and
maybe even provide some valuable
information for those going through
similar experiences in their lives.
The state of Michigan is home to three
of the United States’ top 20 surgeons
for Gender Reassignment Surgery. Two
of those three top surgeons are here at
our beloved University of Michigan.
This is just one reason Ann Arbor is
bound to see more than its fair share
of transsexual individuals. Because
Ann Arbor also has a very large gay
and lesbian (G, and L respectively)
population that is very receptive of the
transgendered (T) community, some
may come here for a year or two, have
the surgery, and just decide to stay.

good that they just want to blend in and
be accepted as the gender in which they
present themselves.
Okay. Admit it: you have, in your life,
encountered a moment where you
questioned someone’s gender. Perhaps
it was during a stroll down the street
where you happened to catch the
glimpse of a person’s posture out of
the corner of your eye and had to do
a double-take. Or perhaps you found
yourself conversing and gradually
beginning to wonder about the person
you’re talking to.
Curiosity is part of our human nature
and, far too often, it can spark some
ridiculously insensitive questions.
Remember that the person you see or
are talking to is exactly the identity they
are projecting. You can save yourself
a lot of headache, and
from hurting feelings,
by simply treating the
person accordingly,
even letting them
integrate as much as
possible. Treat them
and try to think of
them as no different
than any other guy
or girl, based on how
they are presenting
themselves to you and the rest of the
world.

with them than with most other men.
Think of this type of man more as a
“LARPer” (Live Action Role Player)
who prefers to role-play as a woman
from time to time. The female persona
he is presenting is his character. While
a man is “role-playing” his female self,
the correct way to address “him” is
to get in character with him and, in
essence, play along. Refer to him as you
would a woman, using female pronouns
unless he specifically asks you not to.
Just be sure to pay close attention,
because there are men out there that
just like to wear women’s clothing and
are not as concerned with presentation.
If the person has breasts (fake or not)
and some makeup on, then they are
probably trying to be true to character,
and should be treated as such.
“Tomboys” are a tricky
category that will
be very hard to pin
down. A lot of women
just find men’s clothes
more comfortable,
just as some men find
women’s clothes more
comfortable and/or
a better fit. Women
under this heading
can be straight, lesbian
or bisexual. This group really has no
hard-and-fast rules that I am aware
of. They tend to blend into society
much better and are more widely
accepted. The simplest rule of thumb
for this particular group is that if the
woman has gone far enough to bind
“her” breasts down to look more like
a guy and dons a more masculine hair
cut, play it safe and refer to “her” as a
guy using male pronouns, unless told
otherwise.

The term
“transgendered” is
used by most people
to refer to all gender
variant expressions.

It may be helpful to have a basic
outline of how various individuals in
the transgender community define
themselves. This will help you better
Please do not get the G and L
understand why some questions you
community mixed up with the T
see as normal may be offensive and
community; there are similarities, but
they are very different groups of people. also give you some answers so that you
won’t need to ask those embarrassing
Whatever it is that draws people
questions.
here, it is important to acknowledge
that Ann Arbor is home to this very
prominent demographic of individuals “Cross-dresser” typically refers to
who deserve to have their voices heard, men who wear women’s clothes. This
is usually not done on a regular basis.
understood and respected.
These men are typically happy with
their bodies the way they are and have
Please remember that people from this
no interest in permanently changing
community are people with feelings,
their gender. Cross-dressing is simply
hopes and dreams just like anyone else.
a means of self-expression, or an
They can be offended by comments,
actions, and words – and quite often are extension of their wardrobe. These men
will sometimes even go so far as to give
offended by uneducated people asking,
saying, or doing something inappropriate themselves a girl’s name while dressed
as a woman.
towards them. I hope my writing will
help you act respectfully toward this
However, most of these guys are
community.
heterosexual and some are even happily
married. They may even like to go out
Let’s define who is who, what is what,
in public from time to time “dressed” as
and simple basic courtesies to be
a woman. Some women find this sort
observed with each group within this
of man more attractive, saying that he
community. The term “transgendered”
is willing to be the man of the house,
is used by most people to refer
doing things most men do, but that he
to all gender variant expressions.
shows more of an attraction to some
Transgendered can be used to refer to
household chores. Wives have told me
cross-dressers/tomboys, transvestites,
that their cross-dressing husbands are
and transsexuals individually or as
typically not big-time drinkers, and
a group. No matter what group the
that they tend to have more in common
person comes from, odds are really

Our next stop on the transgender
spectrum is the “transvestite.”
Transvestites can be gay or straight. The
most basic definition of a transvestite
would be someone who lives part of
their day-to-day lives as the opposite
gender. These people have absolutely
no interest in a complete transition to
the opposite gender. They are rather
happy with their bodies just the way
they are. These people just enjoy having
a much more varied wardrobe. One
great example of this type of person
is a pen pal of mine, Nicci Tristram
(stage name). Nicci lives a public life
as a female fetish model and female
impersonator. In his private life he is
a gay male. When traveling the world
visiting various shows, doing videos,
even online he is referred to as a she. In
fact, I have only known Nicci as a she. I
have never seen her out of character, so
it is difficult for me to even refer to her
as a him.
There are female transvestites as well.
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I have personally talked to a few, but
don’t know their lifestyles as well as
I know Nicci’s. The same rule applies
to pronouns in reference to their
appearance as the earlier portion of the
T spectrum. Refer to them according
to how they are presenting at the time.
If the person is a guy, and you know
them as a guy but they are dressed as a
woman, refer to them as “her,” or “she.”
In very rare cases, the person may want
you to still refer to them as a guy, but
like I said, that is rare. You are much
better off for yourself and those around
you to refer them as a “she,” especially
if she presents herself very convincingly
as a female.
“Transsexuals” are, by definition, not
gay, lesbians, cross dressers/tomboys,
or transvestites. We are not men in
dresses, or dykes. We are a very unique
group of individuals with a very specific
birth defect. While still in the womb the
sex hormones for the brain and body
get a little mixed-up and baby boys are
born with the brain of a girl, and baby
girls are born with the brain of a boy.
As we grow and develop, many of us
struggle with difficulty assimilating into
society within the physical sex of our
birth. Some of us are lucky enough to
have a little help on at least attempting
to fake our mannerisms to reflect those
of our physical birth sex, some are not
so lucky. For some, the difficulty with
assimilation is just too difficult, and
they eventually commit suicide.
All transsexuals would like, at some
point, to have a surgery to make
their body match the gender of their
brain, and correct this birth defect.
Unfortunately the Sexual Reassignment
Surgery (SRS – aka, Gender
Reassignment Surgery, or GRS) only
mimics the appearance of the sexual
organ. This is a major shortcoming
and, for some transsexuals, a decisionbreaker. Some of us want the real thing
or nothing; others of us will settle for
what is available right now, just so we
can move on and more easily assimilate
our own bodies into the life roles we
know we were meant to fill.
Transsexuals fall into two main
categories based on birth sex, each with
their own difficulties and hardships:
male-to-female (MTF) and female-tomale (FTM). The sexual orientation of
a transsexual is based upon the sex they
are becoming, not what they are now.
A transsexual woman (MTF) that is
attracted to men is straight, not gay. A
transsexual man (FTM) that is attracted
to women is not a lesbian, he is straight.
For more on etiquette and details about
gender identity, read Danielle’s complete
articles in the October, November and
December 2010 issues of Groundcover.

STREET WISE
Unhoused past of popular prof
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by Susan Beckett
One of the most popular lecturers at
the University of Michigan (according
to RateMyProfessor.com), Dr. Luis
Sfeir-Younis, has boots-on-the-streets
experience with some of the subjects he
tackles as a sociologist. Having noticed
that colleagues, friends and family
members tend to disbelieve his story or
pretend it never happened, Luis rarely
shares about the period in his life when
he had no home.
Luis finds that even sociologists are
reluctant to delve into questions
like, “What is the experience of
homelessness?” or “What do people go
through, what do they feel, and how
does the experience transform them?”
Shame also plays a role in his difficulty
talking about it; also the stigma. People
might assume it was his fault, that his
lifestyle was licentious. He fears his
friends and colleagues will henceforth
see him only through the filter of “a guy
who once was homeless.” It could well
cost him future promotions. Despite
innovating the now-popular dialogue
groups while teaching a course on
racism and founding the Intergroup
Relation Conflict office, he has already
been frequently passed over.
He is exposing himself to these risks
because he might be in a position
to help reduce stigma and challenge
common assumptions. Always the
teacher, he seizes the opportunity to
educate.
Luis’ story begins with betrayal. He
had pioneered the first LSA course
on sexuality, “Love and Intimacy,”
and it was so popular that as many
as 500 students were enrolled at a
time. His inclusion of gay rights led to
two death threats. He needed escorts
around campus and could no longer
work late at the library. The Sociology
Department chair was unhappy
with the course because he claimed
it required too much administrative
support. It was cut, though Luis
received a commendation for his
teaching and providing a platform
for exploring feminist issues, and had
other courses to teach. Ultimately,
the death threats and lack of support
impelled Luis to leave his job lecturing
at U-M in 1990.
His brother urged him to return
to South America and join him in
developing a lottery for Venezuela.
He accepted and helped guide a
thriving enterprise that expanded to
include providing software, marketing
and technical support to 300 weekly
television shows. Though he excelled

as an executive,
his marriage
deteriorated.
Luis gave
his wife and
children both
their homes
and all their
personal assets,
assuming the
business assets
would continue
to provide him a
high standard of
living. “I made
in one month
then what I
make in an
entire year now,”
Luis recalls.
Missing the
stimulation of
academic life
and realizing
that teaching
was his true
vocation, he
left business in
2000. Infuriated
at Luis’ departure, his brother refused
to give him any of the business assets or
pay him what he was owed. As it was a
family enterprise, there were no formal
contracts to fall back on – and his
brother was the company owner.
Chavez was in power and the business
climate in Venezuela was not good.
Luis left for Florida, where he had been
a frequent guest at Ft. Lauderdale area
beach resorts. He settled in Hollywood
and used the little money he had to
get an apartment and look for a new
business opportunity.
Luis managed to stay in his apartment
for a while, doing maintenance work for
the landlord in exchange for rent, but
that left him with no money for food
and other essentials and no time to look
for work. He received support from
a family member for several months.
That income ceased when the family
member felt the financial pinch and did
not see Luis clearly moving toward selfsufficiency.
He slept on the beach for several weeks,
using the public showers meant for
washing off the salt water after a swim.
He learned to shower very early or very
late, when the beach patrons were not
present with their disapproving looks
upon seeing his soap and shampoo.
He learned to sleep during the day,
impersonating a tourist relaxing on
the beach. His personal pain and
frustration were powerful, but he did
not indulge in drinking or drugs. He
did not want to borrow money or

confide in
his family
or friends.
He was sad,
depressed,
rebellious and
negative about
society.

further. Upon hearing that he didn’t
have a phone number but could stop by
again in a few days, she quickly figured
out his situation and made him an offer.
The studio had a bed in the back that he
could use when the studio was empty,
generally between midnight and five or
six in the morning.

Wandering
the streets, he
came upon a
belly dancing
studio that
was unused
early in
the day. He
inquired
about the
possibility
of teaching
a yoga class
there in the
morning. (As
a graduate
student in
1973, Luis
helped found
The Yoga
Center of Ann
Arbor.) Intrigued, the owner asked
for a number where she could reach
him when she was ready to discuss it

Stunned, Luis protested that she knew
nothing about him and should not take
such a chance. She looked him straight
in the eye and said, “I know who you
are. In fact, I leave for a three-week
belly dancing course in Egypt next
month and I will leave you in charge of
the studio while I’m gone.”
Luis asked if she had done something
like this before. She replied, “Yes, one
night I saw a woman outside the bus
station clutching a briefcase and crying
in the rain. I called her over and she
explained she had just run away from a
man who had lured her and four other
women from abroad to marry him.
He made them work and kept all their
money. She stayed with me and we are
still very close.”
Luis gratefully accepted her offer. For
food, he relied on pizza joints that were

the
celebrating

see PROFESSOR, page 8
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Disaster response man
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by Susan Beckett

taken an early retirement from AT&T,
saw a Red Cross ad for volunteers, and
thought, “Why not?”

When I heard of local resident
Bob Milstein’s frequent Red Cross
deployments to disaster areas, I recalled
that he once worked for AT&T and
had visions of him atop utility poles
restoring power. His wife got a good
laugh over that. He’s been working for
years to overcome a fear of heights!
This year, Bob Milstein’s routine has
been anything but routine. He has
regular volunteer days with Food
Gatherers and Jewish Family Services,
serves on the board of the Interfaith
Council for Peace and Justice, and helps
out at a handful of other area agencies
and food banks. But his work as a Red
Cross Disaster Response volunteer
has had him chasing the aftermath of
tornadoes and finding replacements
personnel for his normal volunteer
activities.
In Mississippi he got to do his
preferred Red Cross volunteer job:
client casework. As a caseworker,
he interviews families to determine
their needs. He sets them up with the
immediate disaster-related services
the Red Cross provides and refers
them to other agencies as needed. The
area he was assigned to in Mississippi
was rural, so he traveled to people’s
residences, most of which had major
damage. He educated them about
FEMA and helped them request
assistance for their home.
He was deployed to Birmingham,
Alabama toward the end of the Red
Cross disaster relief operation there.
Preparing for the next disaster, he
cleaned, inventoried and stowed cots,

He and about 200 other local volunteers
were trained in a condensed course.
He then was deployed to San Antonio,
where many of the evacuees from New
Orleans were being sheltered. He had
been in his hotel for a couple of nights,
waiting for an assignment, when there
was a knock on his door at 4 a.m.
In walked a volunteer manager who
had been deployed to Houston and
then evacuated to San Antonio when
Hurricane Rita was heading that way.
He needed a place to sleep and Bob
had an extra bed in his room. When he
learned that Bob had not yet been put
in to action, he said, “Fine. You’ll be on
my client casework team.”
shelters, and cambros – insulated
containers that keep food warm while
it’s being served from the Red Cross’
Emergency Response Vehicle (ERV).
The Minneapolis tornado struck
the same day as the tornadoes that
hit Joplin, Missouri. Again, Bob
was deployed toward the end of the
operation, this time to supervise client
case workers. The city had red-tagged
hundreds of domiciles, indicating they
were unsafe to live in and residents
had to evacuate. The Red Cross posted
flyers and signs in these areas offering
assistance and displaying the phone
number to call for help. Bob’s team
staffed the phones and sent out case
workers to those calling in.
Dismaying to Bob was that little effort
was made to safeguard areas that
had been condemned. He recalls one

man who returned from a shelter to
gather his things and found that not
only had his possessions been taken,
but the house had been gutted of its
copper plumbing, making it no longer
viable for repair. In the face of the
Minnesota government shutdown,
Bob is concerned about the fate of the
displaced people in Minneapolis once
the Red Cross has provided all the
assistance it can.
So how did an ordinary guy who
worked desk jobs all his life become
a Disaster Action Team member? It
started with Hurricane Katrina. He had

Bob was quickly trained to interview
people and set about assisting clients
along with other case workers to handle
approximately 500 people each day. The
Red Cross was sheltering 20,000 people
in Kelly Air Force Base and feeding
them all three times each day, so they
used an expedited interviewing process.
A component of the interview process
was to verify that those displaced and
seeking assistance had not previously
received Red Cross aid, ensuring
standardized assistance for all affected.
Bob made two trips to the New Orleans

see HURRICANES, page 10
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A HAND UP
Homeless professor found himself
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continued from page 6
closing and willing to give him their
leftover pizza, though as a vegetarian
he also had to beg for meatless pieces.
He knew on which day the local
supermarket sold large tubs of cottage
cheese for one dollar. He searched the
Salvation Army and dumpsters for
usable clothing and once pulled out
a bicycle that was in terrible shape. A
man riding by saw him and asked if
he wanted to buy his bike for $10. Luis
gratefully accepted, though that was all
the money he had.
He taught yoga wisdom in the morning
and found a job as a gas attendant in
the evening. In between, he returned
to the beach for a shower and nap.
One day he awoke on the beach, his
eye touching the sand, and realized his
eye was an angry, large red ball. After
a four-hour wait in the emergency
room, the emergency room physician
examined him from a distance
and proclaimed, “You have an eye
infection.”
Luis concurred and asked for a
prescription, but was told he needed to
see an eye doctor – though there wasn’t
one at the hospital that day. The ER doc
referred him to a private eye doctor
on the other side of town, but Luis
explained he had no way to get there.
The doctor paid for his cab ride. Luis
was self-conscious in the eye doctor’s
waiting room and the receptionist
regarded him nervously. The doctor saw
him and brought him into his office.
Luis asked only for a prescription,
explaining that he could not pay for an
examination. The doctor examined him
thoroughly just the same and told Luis,
“You will pay me when you can.” Luis
was profoundly grateful to the doctor,
especially for not shying away from
touching him.
Exhausted and unable to work during
the ensuing days, Luis laid down one
evening on a park bench and slept. He
awoke to a police car shining its lights
in his eyes and an officer ordering him
to get up. Confused, Luis asked for an
explanation and was kindly informed
that it was against the law to lie down
and sleep on a public bench. He soon
learned to sleep sitting up.
Riding his blue bicycle to the gas station
one rainy night, missing his family and
the girlfriend still waiting in Venezuela,
Luis realized that just another five cents
an hour would allow him to start saving
for an apartment. Weeping in the rain,
lamenting he was 53 years old and his
life had come to this, Luis embraced
his identity as a homeless person. He
accepted the cracks in his skin from a

lack of moisturizer, the lack of luster
in his hair from the cheap shampoo,
the overlong beard, the wrinkled
clothes that he couldn’t afford to dry
thoroughly, and even the smell. He
proclaimed his identity as a homeless
person and the pervasive sadness
lifted. He was relieved to no longer
be constantly on the brink of tears,
grateful for peace and acceptance and
having sidestepped the depression and
substance abuse that so often entrapped
people in his condition.
“I had plastic bags with clothes and
plastic bags with toiletries and plastic
bags with food, all dangling from my
bike. I think people feel that when you
are homeless you have bad luck with
you and it could be contagious, like a
cancer. People never want to be close to
you, they even cross the street.”
Despite her normal
distaste for the
homeless, the Chilean
woman who ran the
local laundromat
befriended Luis. She
introduced him to
another customer
who worked at Jet
Blue Airlines and told
him of a janitorial
opening there. He
got the job, in part by pretending to
be an uneducated immigrant. He had
already learned that people, even other
homeless people, doubted the credulity
of his actual story and suspected him of
covering up a more nefarious past.

At a plaza in Hollywood, the unhoused
gathered in the early evening. One
fastidious man, sporting clothes
fashionable decades earlier, always sat
alone on a bench and read the paper,
never speaking to anyone. When he
finished, he’d present the paper to Luis.
One day a group of college boys came
to the plaza in a van. At first he feared
an attack, but he soon looked forward
to their visits, replete with sandwiches
and beer. A non-drinker, Luis gave his
beer to the newspaper-reading man on
the bench. The man was profoundly
grateful for the contact.
He felt blessed. People began to value
his homelessness, regarding him like
a Buddhist monk. He was thin and
strong from his daily yoga. The shame
and sadness departed. “My whole life
I had a belly, but then my body felt
good and strong. I was okay with what
I was, and life
offered me what I
needed. It became
a life of miracles.
One night I really
needed toilet
paper. I didn’t
have the money
to buy it and I
didn’t want to just
take some from
work or a public
bathroom. I was admiring the planes on
the runway while working that evening
and there, sitting in the middle of the
runway, was a roll of toilet paper!”

He proclaimed
his identity as a
homeless person
and the pervasive
sadness lifted.

The cleaning job replaced pumping gas
but entailed a long bike ride between
Hollywood and Ft. Lauderdale, leaving
him little time to sleep in the studio
bed, but allowing him to start saving.
He’d look out at the private jets lining
the runways at night and wonder if one
of them was his brother’s. He recalled
how often he had passed through the
airport as a businessman, oblivious to
those who lived as he now did. “When
you are homeless, society looks like
condensed selfishness,” according to
Luis.
He was isolated with no access to
technology, spurned by the people
in his immediate environment
who considered him a pest, and
overwhelmed by other homeless people.
He found himself walking down the
street talking to himself, reconstructing
his life story to make sense of his
situation, vacillating between his
internal identity as the educated son of
an ambassador and his external identity
as a homeless man. He cherished small
acts of kindness.

He wanted to reconnect with his loved
ones, but did not want to be part of
that cold, selfish world. He realized
he would miss the acts of kindness
and that maybe people were better-off
without so much. “I was more myself
then than perhaps any other time in my
life,” Luis muses. “Homelessness led me
to profound reflection on life and self.”
His son was in trouble back in
Washtenaw County, so Luis scraped
together airfare and returned to Ann
Arbor. Walking by U-M, he ran into the
chair of his old department. The chair
greeted him warmly and declared, “I’m
so glad you are interested in coming
back! Come in September.” (This
surprised Luis, as no response to his
letters of inquiry
107 East Liberty Street
on the subject had
Ann Arbor
made it back to
him.)
Asked for his salary
requirements, Luis
replied, “Pay me
what you think is
fair.”
An unexpected
need for the spring
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term moved Luis’ starting date to May
and, like Dorothy returning to Kansas,
his life circumstances once again
abruptly underwent a dramatic change.
He was able to bring his girlfriend to
the states and marry her. People who
had rejected him were once again
proud of him. It was as if the preceding
two years had never happened. Yet he
was fundamentally different.
His teaching improved with his greater
sensitivity to injustice. Thanks largely
to his wife’s staunch defense of animal
rights, he developed a new focus on
animals and society, based on his
conviction that animals are sentient
beings. He draws parallels between
animal cruelty and human oppression,
and offers a new perspective for
understanding the social concerns of
those facing discrimination.
He frets that in Ann Arbor, the
homeless are regarded as interesting
fixtures outside our circle of concern
who merely add to the character of the
town. According to Luis, “We have a
moral obligation to help the homeless.
To be concerned about the homeless is
not something nice, a kind of charitable
act, but a moral obligation. It may very
well be that those who are not homeless
may have contributed, in some direct
or indirect way, to creating particular
social conditions that force a family to
homelessness, keep a family homeless,
or prevent a family from leaving
homelessness. We may have organized
our social life in such a way that for
some to live comfortably at home it
requires others to end up homeless.
Not being aware of such a link or
denying that it exists does not exempt
us from such a moral obligation.
Denying responsibility and support
to the homeless is cruel, unjust, and
unethical.”
Luis lives still in fear of a recurrence of
abject poverty, especially for the sake
of his wife and three-year-old daughter.
He finds himself overeating against
the possibility of again going hungry,
buying more than he needs of a staple
that is on sale. No longer is he insulated
by the illusion that “It couldn’t happen
to me!”
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Rissa’s journey

ON MY CORNER

by Susan Beckett

and thyroid levels were out of
whack but could not come up
with a clear diagnosis for the
problems with her extremities.
They worked on the symptoms
and when they wanted to give
her medications to avoid the
deep vein thrombosis that often
results from not walking, Rissa
begged them instead to help her
walk again. She got excellent
physical and occupational
therapy that helped her make
the transition to a walker.

Meet Rissa, whose smiling face
and offers of “Get your copy of
Groundcover!” often greet people on
Fourth Avenue on their way to the
Farmer’s Market or People’s Food Coop. After her smile and warm dark eyes,
people notice her cane, but there is so
much more to Rissa than that.
An incurable optimist, she is fighting
her way back from a crippling condition
brought on by too many hours hunched
over a computer. “I go after Moby Dick
with my tartar sauce,” spouts Rissa,
quoting her mentor, motivational
speaker Zig Ziglar. “I believe if you
tell yourself you can, your brain starts
figuring out how to do it, but if you tell
yourself you can’t, your brain figures
out why you can’t.” Rissa’s brain is
currently working on establishing her
as a corporate trainer or teaching at any
level.
Earlier in her life, she graduated from
the Michigan Lutheran Seminary in
Saginaw and headed to MSU where she
majored in Economics on the advice of
her counselors, and minored in music
education, following her passions for
teaching and music. An accomplished
pianist, she also played saxophone and
sang with every choir she could find.
With no real interest in economics,
she left MSU prior to graduation. She
got her real estate license and financial
planning training and worked in those
fields for a while she and her family
raised her young son. She left for Texas
when he was eight and got a job she
loved, tutoring at-risk kids. Three
of the 4th - 6th graders she tutored
ultimately got university scholarships.
She then tutored adults in transition
from laboring to office jobs and helped
them acquire the necessary computer
skills. During this time she received her
Microsoft Certification.
Good jobs as a Quality Control Analyst
for Texas Instruments and Frito Lay
followed, along with returning to school
to complete her bachelor’s degree.
After receiving her B.S. in Technical
Management from DeVry University in
Richardson, Texas, Rissa started their
MBA program.
Several times as she was walking,
she fell for no apparent reason. Her
condition continued to worsen
and eventually she was bound to a
wheelchair.
Emergency room doctors assured her
she was not suffering a stroke, but
could not explain why she fell. They
had her taking 11 medications but had
no diagnosis. One evening on her way
to a restaurant for lemon chicken, the
only parking spot she could find was
in front of an office. Rissa noticed that

Vendor Rissa selling a paper with a smile

along with the letters DDC, indicating
a doctor of chiropractic medicine, were
other letters she was unfamiliar with.
On a sudden impulse she entered the
office to find out what kind of doctor
this was. Her eyes locked onto the
posted doctor’s quote, “The physicians
of the future will not dispense
medicines as much as teach patients to
live healthily.”
The friendly office staff explained that
the doctor was also a nutritionist and
neurologist and could help her with
her problem and did not mind that
she did not have insurance to cover
their charges. Their x-rays showed her
L4 and L5 vertebrae were crushed,
probably because her over-40 body
could not handle a string of all-nighters
crouched over the computer. Messages
from her brain could no longer be
smoothly transmitted to her legs.
Halfway through the projected six
months of treatment she was feeling
much better, though still wheelchair
bound. Her mother
needed help and
Rissa returned to
Michigan to take
care of her. She
arrived at the start of
a brutal winter that
kept her housebound
for three months,
during which time
atrophy set in and all
the gains she made
in Texas were lost.
She found a similar
chiropractor and
started over on the
treatments.

Upon her release, she
had nowhere to go. Her
unemployment insurance
had run out, her mother and
brothers did not know how to cope
with her as an invalid and her son
was a college student in Texas. Having
been a caretaker all her life and never
needing government help before, being
dependent did not come easily to Rissa.
An excellent U-M social worker helped
her apply for assistance and started
the process of finding her permanent
housing. Meanwhile, she was
transferred to the Shelter Association of
Washtenaw County facility, the Delonis
Center. With no extra staffing to
accommodate special needs, Rissa had
to adhere to the same rigid schedule
as the rest of the residents. Tad and
Marianne on the 4th floor helped her
as much as they could but it took her
nearly three hours just to get out of bed,
wash and get dressed. She was written
up a couple of times for not leaving the
floor on time and it was difficult to get
to meals on time, but she credits that
push with making her stronger.
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That spring, she
started losing
control of her
hands and went to
the University of
Michigan Hospital
to see if it was
connected to the
problems with her
legs. They found
her blood sugar
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“I never would have chosen this way
to go but I am so glad I did, because
otherwise I never would have met so
many blessed people. I believe you have
to bloom where you are planted.”
A member of the Delonis staff gave
her a keyboard which Rissa uses for
finger limbering and making music,
though she cannot play like she used to.
Through positive thinking, hard work
and good chiropractic care, Rissa has
left the walker behind and now walks
with the aid of a cane and can negotiate
stairs slowly. She considers her work
selling papers as part of her therapy. It
pushes her to move more and gives her
a reason to go out, walk and talk with
people. When she first started selling,
she could not turn quickly enough to
catch the attention of passersby. Now
she swivels from side to side, easily
engaging pedestrians in conversation,
and has built a loyal customer base.
She was enchanted with the idea of
being a Groundcover vendor from the
moment she first heard about it. In high
school she dreamed of owning her own
business, which she named “People’s
Enterprise.”
“When you’re your own boss, there’s
no floor, but there’s also no ceiling,”
Rissa opines. “That’s why I think
Groundcover is so neat. There’s no
ceiling. Another thing I love about
this paper is you get to meet so many
people!”
Rissa recently counseled another
vendor, “Don’t spend your energy on
stuff you can’t do anything about. The
past is gone, concentrate on the future!”
She walks the walk that goes with the
talk.

By the Pound, locally owned and
in business since 1982, carries more
than 170 bulk spices, 80 different
teas, and a great selection of coffee,
grains, and flour, as well as high-end
baking chocolates. Our nuts are
freshly roasted from Rocky Peanut of
Detroit, and our customers love our
wonderful selection of dark chocolate
covered nuts and fruit.
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It’s a ball and you bounce it
by Laurie Lounsbury
At this time of year there are quite a few
parents who are counting the minutes
until their kids are back in school. It’s
not because they don’t love their kids or
don’t adore having them around – these
parents desperately need an afternoon
nap.
My mother was one of those parents
who couldn’t wait to get me in school.
She gave birth to me when she was 42,
and her hot flashes started about the
same time I started bringing pet worms
into the house.
I was three years old when I was
enrolled in kindergarten, technically
too young to be admitted, but my
mother begged the school to take me
anyway. I was ADD – an unknown
condition then – and all my mother
knew was that I needed to be anywhere
but home with her all day long.

Miss Kramer was holding an orange.
She had strong, gnarled hands,
probably the result of grabbing many,
many kindergarteners by the scruff of
their necks and hauling them to the
time-out chair.
“Do you know what this is, Laurie?”
Miss Kramer asked me.
Was she for real? What did I look like,
an idiot? I didn’t dignify the question
with a response. My mother gave me
a firm nudge and said, “Answer the
teacher, Laurie.” I gave my mother a
gimlet-eyed stare and continued to
stand silently. If this adult didn’t know
what she was holding in her hand, I
didn’t see why it was my responsibility
to educate her. She was the teacher,
for God’s sake! My first impression of
public schooling was already taking a
turn for the worse.
“Laurie, can’t you tell me what this is?”
she asked again.

“She’s so precocious, she should be
in school,” my mother told Miss
Kramer, the formidable kindergarten
teacher who, from my three-year-old
perspective, looked like she was the size
of a Kelvinator refrigerator.

“It’s a ball and you bounce it,” I said
with disgust, then snatched it from
her and tossed it on the floor. To my
satisfaction, it actually bounced once
before it rolled away under a little desk.

“She’s very clever, I think she needs
the mental stimulation of school,”
my mother went on. That was parent
code for, “She’s driving me crazy and
seriously impacting my headaches and
mood swings. Speaking of, got any
Percocet on you?”

“See how precocious she is?” My
mother said, trying to make the best of
a bad situation. She had a look of abject
fear in her eyes – fear that I would not
be accepted and she’d have to put up
with me at home, day in and day out,
for another year.

Miss Kramer decided to give me a little
aptitude test before admitting me. I
wasn’t particularly shy, but I found no
reason to speak to someone with whom
I had nothing in common, so I wasn’t
about to chat up the old lady. I just
stood silently in front of her while my
mother extolled my virtues.

“She’ll be a challenge, but she seems
smart enough, so I’ll take her,” Miss
Kramer said. Then she laid one of those
wide-receiver hands on my shoulder
and, with an iron grip, pointed me in
the direction of the wayward orange
and told me to go fetch it.

“She can write little poems, and
she plays very well by herself,” my
mother blathered on, nervous beads
of perspiration breaking out along her
hairline.

As I contemplated my hierarchical
dilemma, Miss Kramer’s sausage fingers
went from my shoulder to the pressure
point on my upper arm, which she
squeezed. And then squeezed again,
harder. I got it. Telling this woman
“You’re not the boss of me” was not
going to work. I think it’s a darn shame
that teachers today aren’t allowed to
use the old, ‘Grab the pressure point’
teaching technique on some students
who could particularly benefit from
that highly effective motivational tool.

preening in front of the rest of the class.

While my mother spent the first
week of kindergarten taking blissful,
Percocet-laced naps, I was in school,
trying to establish myself.

“Laurie has a vivid imagination, but
we shouldn’t let her get away with
making up fibs to get attention,” Miss
Kramer said. “She told the class she was
a boneless baby. Now, why would she
make up a story like that?”

“I’m bigger than you,” one of the
boys told me while poking me in the
shoulder. “I’m four, and you’re only
three.” I wanted to tell him, “Your nose
is running and mine isn’t,” but he had a
point. To this day, I can’t stand it when
someone pokes me in the shoulder to
make a point.
When my turn came for Show and
Tell, I realized I’d forgotten to bring in
something to show. Given my ADD
nature, this was not unusual. So I
decided to wing it.
“For Show and Tell today I brought…
MYSELF! I was born a boneless baby.
I have bones now, but I was born
completely without them.”
Top that, I thought to myself as I stood

“Now Laurie, using your imagination
is a good thing, but not if you’re telling
fibs,” Miss Kramer said.
“I am NOT lying! I was a boneless
baby! Just ask my mom! She said I was
a boneless baby and it came as a big
surprise to her.”
At the parent teacher conference, Miss
Kramer did ask my mom.

My mom cringed in front of the old
spinster teacher.
“Well, ah, what I actually told her was
that she was a BONUS baby… she came
as a surprise. You see, her father and I
had some Jack Rose cocktails one night
–”
“Ah, I get it,” Miss Kramer murmured.
“Say no more.”
So if you’re one of those parents who
has a uniquely challenging child and
you can’t wait for him or her to get back
in school, ah, I get it too, say no more.
And when your child is back in school,
I hope you can squeeze in a nice nap.

I felt my universe shifting at that
moment. I took orders from my
parents, but not my bossy older sister
or big brother. Where did this person
fall in the pecking order? Did I have to
obey her?

Hurricanes keep Milstein hopping
continued from page ??

area during the six months the Red
Cross carried out relief operations there
and he traveled there in February with
the Jewish Federation to supervise
a group of rabbinic students for one
week. They attempted to repair a fence
and cleaned out a temple that had been
destroyed. They dug an enormous pit
and buried the sacred texts according
to Biblical law. The next week, Bob led a
group of high school students who gaily
smashed rotten drywall and gutted
houses. They also duct tape closed
abandoned refrigerators and moved

them to the street for pick-up. “The
smell stayed in my nostrils for weeks
afterward,” Bob recalled.

Living so long without basic services
took a large toll on people. Bob noted
that among the most-needed volunteers
were mental health professionals. As
Returning with the Red Cross in March, time went on, there were many suicides
he was assigned to feeding duty in the
among evacuees.
lower Plaquemines Parish. As he drove
the ERV through the streets, he was
Once the Katrina operation concluded,
struck by the sight of boats in trees and the Red Cross informed Bob that if
houses smashed into one another. He
he wished to continue as a volunteer,
delivered most of the meals to a FEMA he’d have to be active in the local
trailer camp. The nearest grocery store
chapter’s Emergency Services group.
with electricity was 50 miles away.
He agreed and now is “on call” for
local emergencies one out of every six
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weeks, and national disasters if needed.
Because he likes to be involved with
people, he prefers casework.
He describes himself as an average
guy, one of some 250,000 Red Cross
volunteers across the country. He
notes they are always looking for more
volunteers and will teach newcomers
what they need to know. All volunteers
need is a desire to help.
Contact the Red Cross at
wc-redcross.org, or call (734) 971-5300.

Tobier’s art builds community
continued from page 2

on wheels, outfitted with a radio and
canopy. He brought it to Detroit,
wheeled out his portable bus stop and
waited for company. Sometimes only
one person would take advantage of
this latest gesture of generosity, but
sitting and talking with them while they
waited was rewarding to Tobier.
He next constructed a newsstand on
a trailer that can be pushed by hand
or towed by a car. This newsstand
both collected and dispersed news.
Along with old fashioned, bamboo
library newspaper stands made for
browsing, it was outfitted with silk
screen broadsheet and videotapes so
people could record answers to the
question, “What is the most important
thing people should know about your
neighborhood?”
Learning that access to healthy foods
was a pervasive problem, Tobier and
his students worked for two years on
a mobile produce stand that they set
up in various Detroit neighborhoods
under the watchful eye of three men
he met at the Capuchin soup kitchen.
(He ate his meals there while he was
building an outdoor classroom in that
Detroit neighborhood.) The presence
of the local men and the whimsy of the
stand helped alleviate the suspicions
of people who had not yet met Tobier.
More than just a stand, the men strove
to incorporate civility and inspire
socializing while buying vegetables.
A testament in part to their success,
the urban agriculture movement has
since taken hold in numerous Detroit
neighborhoods.
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Brightmoor Bikes is Tobier’s most
recent venture. The remote and blighted
Brightmoor neighborhood, targeted for
annihilation by the Detroit Department
of Public Works, was not well served
by city buses and received no positive
attention from the city. It is populated
by elderly residents reluctant to leave
their houses and young activists
working to save it. Brainstorming
with recent high school grads, they
embarked on a mission to make the
neighborhood self-sustaining and
determined that rather than waiting for
rescue, “We can start something.”
Recognizing that besides walking,
biking is the only mode of
transportation available to many in the
neighborhood, Tobier considered how
to expand their utility to meet more
of people’s needs. He was also struck
by the sense of futility he encountered
in the teenagers and young adults.
He responded with the Brightmoor
Youth Employment Project, in
partnership with the Brightmoor
Detroit Community High School,
which provided part-time jobs for
recent high school graduates. They built
custom bamboo bike trailers, some of
which were fashioned to haul gardening
tools while another featured a cooler
for ice cream. They are developing one
for deliveries and another to transport
instruments for a rock band. The most
common model holds 150 pounds and
costs around $85.
When they received a start-up loan
from Kiva Detroit at the start of
this summer, they metamorphosed
into a business and took the name
Brightmoor Bikes. Though each of
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the trailers
has been
handmade
to satisfy the
needs of a
particular
customer,
off-the-shelf
models
should
become
available as
solutions to
general needs
are perfected.
About the
loan, Tobier
noted, “The
Kiva loan has Tobier’s hot chocolate tent, above, relieved dreary Vermont winters.
The hand cart takes little space when standing upright.
been most
instrumental
in visibility –
a bicycle with a bamboo frame. He
from the launch to the publicity. The
favors bamboo since it is renewable,
money doesn’t hurt, for sure, but it is
inexpensive, strong and beautiful.
all the infrastructure and the network it
When he gets around to it, you can
provides that really helps.”
be pretty certain it will be a group
project that will benefit an underserved
It’s hard to know what the future will
population.
hold, but Tobier would like to build

continued from page 3

Sara’s car broke down when she did
not have the means for fix it. As she
worked, saving for the repair, the car
was ticketed several times. She finally
got the starter replaced and moved
the vehicle despite her fear that the
remaining radiator leak might result in
permanent damage to the car. While
she scraped together funds to fix the
radiator, the car was towed, despite
her note explaining the car was not
abandoned and leaving it parked in a
spot with no posted restrictions. She
now has to accumulate towing and
storage fees in addition to the cost
of replacing the radiator. She already
juggles her regular bills for a storage
locker, cell phone and car insurance
while she struggles to save enough to
rent a room, at least for the winter. She
tried to open a bank account to protect

her money while she saved but was told
the minimum deposit to avoid fees was
$100, more than she could manage.
For Tonya, the real trouble began when
she got involved with the courts. A
disorderly conduct charge landed her
in jail because she could not afford bail.
Staying there would cost her custody
of her child, her job, and ultimately
her apartment. She saw no alternative
but to plead guilty and accept the fines,
which were structured on a payment
plan in accordance with her current
income and expenses. She subsequently
lost her job and was unable to pay
the remaining $35 in fines. A felony
warrant was issued for her arrest for
non-payment, a parole violation. She
has not been able to get a good job
since as she can no longer pass the

background check. She is afraid to
return to the area to try to settle the
matter, as in her experience, they are
likely to throw her in jail and keep her
there unless she can pay a large fine,
which would again put her child in
jeopardy.
So why do the courts impose
impossible conditions on people that
predispose them to homelessness and
repeated incarcerations? Victims and
lawyers have both asserted that some
court systems rely on fines to fund
judicial budget shortfalls. Often, the
threat of jail extorts money from family
and friends, or ill-advised payday loans.
Jails and prisons are important to the
local economies of some communities.
These assertions were backed up in a
class action court case again the city
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of Gulfport, Mississippi in 2005 which
challenged the lawfulness of arresting
and jailing people for non-payment of
fines, regardless of their circumstances
or ability to pay. The city had a wellknown practice of stopping people
in the poorer parts of town for no
apparent reason and running their
information through the system to see
if they had any outstanding warrants
against them. If they did, they were
jailed unless they or those who cared
for them could come up with the
money they owed for previous fines
and judgments. Many were jailed for
months at a time. While they sat in
jail, paying off their fine at a rate of $25
per day served, many lost the meager
employment and housing they had
managed to secure.
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